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Argus has written for weeks that tight polymer-grade propylene (PGP) inventory and high derivative consumption have the
supply and demand balance in a precarious spot. Price relief
for PGP buyers has been delayed once more as eyes turned
to eastern Louisiana as a Category 4 hurricane roared up the
Mississippi river after landfall near Port Fourchon, Louisiana,
early on 29 August. The storm caused widespread flooding
and power outages in the region, affecting key refining and
petrochemical assets near New Orleans and Baton Rouge. As
recovery from Hurricane Ida begins, we will identify which
producers and derivative consumers have been affected below.
On the Gulf Coast, the latest reported PGP spot deal for
2 mn lbs delivered in August was completed at 99.5¢/lb while
September was backwardated by 12¢/lb at 87.5¢/lb. Traders
were showing confidence as all three US propane dehydrogenation (PDH) operators are running again. Supply should begin to
outpace consumption, even with a key merchant PGP supplier’s ongoing outage on a propylene splitter in Cedar Bayou,
Texas, with a reported PGP capacity of 465,000 t/yr. Physical
PGP spot pipeline deals for September delivery were at 85.0¢/
lb in mid-August but have since risen to 90.0¢/lb.
Refinery-grade propylene (RGP) spot prices rose through
August for rail deliveries with deals done at the beginning of
the month at 59.0¢/lb but were later up to 65.0¢/lb. These
trades were for volumes that fell below the Argus threshold
reporting of 25,000 bl and are excluded from the month-todate calculation. For September deliveries, we have seen
multiple rail deals completed at 65.0¢/lb. The US Energy
Information Administration (EIA) reported today that US
refineries ran at 91.3pc of their operable capacity of 18.128
mn b/d. The EIA reported on Tuesday that refinery propylene
production declined from 10.045 mn bl in May to 9.192 mn bl
for June. The May figure was a historic high and June was the
second highest level this year. RGP supplies are ample to keep
propylene fractionators at maximum rates to take advantage
of the large spread between RGP and PGP. Based on Argus
spot assessments on Tuesday, that spread is 74.5 ¢/lb.
Hurricane Ida caused shutdowns of every propylene
producer and consumer in eastern Louisiana. Argus capacity
data show total propylene production of 3.6 mn t/yr in this
area with consumption of 2.7 mn t/yr. Most of the area’s net
surplus is delivered by pipeline to Texas or by rail to various
destinations. The region is understood to be balanced on PGP
supply and demand with an excess of RGP.
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The region is home to producers of all commercially significant propylene derivatives except cumene and 2-ethyl hexanol. Most of the propylene consumed in this region is used by
its producers. ExxonMobil has a reported propylene capacity
of 702,000 t/yr at Baton Rouge, where its also produces polypropylene, E/P rubber, isopropanol and trimer/tetramer products. Dow has a reported propylene capacity of 409,000 t/yr
at Plaquemine and 299,000 t/yr at Taft. Its Plaquemine site
produces propylene oxide and E/P rubber, while Taft produces
acrylic acid and butanol products.
Several refineries throughout the area are down but do not
consume propylene at the same site. These producers, with
their annual propylene capacity in parentheses, include:
 Delek Refining at Krotz Springs (91,000 t/yr)
 Marathon Petroleum at Garyville (363,000 t/yr)
 PBF Energy at Chalmette (136,000 t/yr)
 Phillips 66 at Belle Chasse (222,000 t/yr)
 Placid Refining at Port Allen (23,000 t/yr)
 Shell at Norco (1,094,000 t/yr)
 Valero at Norco (90,000 t/yr)
.
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US propylene relationships
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Steam cracker operators which shut down, with propylene
production capacity in parentheses, include:
 Nova Chemicals at Geismar (50,000 t/yr)
 Shintech at Plaquemine (12,000 t/yr)
Propylene consumers that shut down, with propylene consumption capacity estimates, include:
 Cornerstone Chemical in Waggaman (257,000 t/yr for acrylonitrile)
 Lion Elastomers in Geismar (130,000 t/yr for E/P rubber)
 Pinnacle Polymers in Garyville (435,000 t/yr for polypropylene)
Acrylonitrile consumers will be concerned about the outage at Cornerstone Chemical. Along with propylene, the site
consumes ammonia. Ammonia in turn should be affected by
nitrogen availability. Following such widespread events, high
demand is typical during restart operations for equipment
purging, vessel pressure testing and other commissioning procedures. Acrylonitrile has already been in high demand from
all its derivatives, so the outage is likely to trigger a price
increase.
US polypropylene (PP) supply heading into September will
tighten up again, with about 9pc of the US PP market off line
in the hurricane aftermath. Pinnacle Polymers declared force
majeure at its 429,000 t/yr PP plant in Garyville, Louisiana,
after the storm. Though that plant did not sustain significant
damage, the Marathon Garyville refinery, which provides
feedstock for the plant, did, and no restart date has been set.
ExxonMobil’s 400,000 t/yr PP plant in Baton Rouge is in the
process of restarting following the storm. The plant was not
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damaged, and with power restored to much of Baton Rouge, it
is slowly beginning to restart.
In addition to concerns about damage to facilities, market participants have expressed concerns about shortages of
additives and other necessary chemicals, such as nitrogen, as
well as impacts to infrastructure including roads and railroads.
LyondellBasell’s PP assets in Lake Charles, Louisiana, were
not affected by the storm, but the company notified customers this week that it expects shipment delays for a period of
time due to impacts to rail routes throughout the New Orleans
area.
In addition to the unplanned outages, there was still a
short maintenance turnaround at a northeastern PP unit that
should end soon.
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August PP production data are not yet available, but output
last month is expected to have improved from July, with
plants running at 93.7pc of capacity in July, according to final
data from the American Chemistry Council’s Plastics Industry
Producers’ Statistics Group as compiled by Vault Consulting.
PP sales in August were expected to decline slightly from
the 1.587bn lb sold in July, as market participants reported
the first signs of pricing fatigue from buyers who struggled to
pass the 11¢/lb PGP-related price hike to downstream customers.
Overall demand remains strong, though there are certainly
applications that cannot afford PP priced above $1.35/lb. With
expectations that prices will rise again due to tight supply and
higher feedstocks in the aftermath of Hurricane Ida, there are
likely additional converters who may have to shut down rather
than buy expensive resin. However, for every buyer pushing
off orders, there appear to be plenty of other buyers willing
to take on additional volume, suggesting that demand should
remain strong.
Imports are still arriving, and the latest storm disruptions
are expected to encourage more buyers to pursue additional
imports. However, shipping costs and long lead times remain
major obstacles to bringing in significant volumes.
PP prices in September are expected to rise again, but the
amount remains uncertain. Market participants are expecting
another monomer-related increase, and multiple producers
have announced margin expansion of 5¢/lb for September.
Tightness caused by Hurricane Ida could support additional
margin expansion, but one major producer has not yet announced further expansion, which calls into question the likelihood of another increase taking hold.

Latin America
The Latin American propylene supply will increase in September. Brazilian domestic demand has risen and crackers are set
to increase operating rates. Argentina’s Ensenada cracker has
postponed its reopening to 1 September while it undertakes
two more weeks of maintenance.
Brazil’s propylene demand climbed in August, in line with
strong domestic polypropylene (PP) sales that topped expectations. Braskem’s crackers are set to increase operating rates in
September although they will not hit full rates, as they manage ethylene and propylene supply to balance it with polyolefins demand.
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No propylene was shipped from Brazil in the seven first
months of this year and no exports are planned. In September,
a propylene cargo that built up in August after maintenance
at downstream units in Camacari, Bahia, will head to Duque
de Caxias, a Rio de Janeiro PP unit. Naphtha is the preferred
feedstock for Brazilian crackers this year to maximize ethylene
coproducts output, mainly butadiene and aromatics. Crackers’
margins are rising as domestic naphtha prices are fall, in line
with European naphtha from ARA. Prices for imported naphtha, mostly from the US, will depend on how Hurricane Ida
affected US oil prices.
Petrobras wants to sell its refineries before Brazil’s 2022
presidential election. Refap and Repar in Brazil’s south are set
to be sold this year on 30 October and 31 December, respectively. The two refineries, with 261,000 t/yr of propylene
capacity, complement the propylene supply going to Braskem’s
630,000 t/yr PP unit in Triunfo, Rio Grande do Sul. The Rlam
refinery in Bahia State was sold in February to the Arabian
Mubadala fund. Rlam has 205,000t/yr of propylene capacity
and complements the propylene supply that goes to Dow’s
propylene oxide unit.
Petrobras and Novonor (formerly known as Odebrecht) are
selling Braskem. Morgan Stanley and JP Morgan are the financial advisors to Novonor and Petrobras, respectively.
Brazil’s domestic PP sales rebounded in August when
domestic prices stabilized in the local currency after cuts in
June and July. From today to 3 September, Braskem adjusted
its domestic PP prices by $95/t, resulting in a PP homopolymer
price of $2,595/t converted at the R$/USD August average. The
PP import tax reverted to 14pc in July, reducing imports in
the process. Imports were also hampered by high freight costs.
Imports in July fell to 29,100t from 54,900t in June. China was
the top supplier, with its PP sold at $1,748/t CIF, while Colombia, usually the preferred seller to Brazil, was in second place
at $2,217/t CIF. Brazil has been a net importer since September 2020. The trade balance from January to July favored PP
imports by 186,100t or by $252.3mn.
Other propylene derivatives units in Brazil operated at high
rates in August before planned turnarounds. The acrylonitrile
unit concluded maintenance from 17 to 23 August and is running well. The propylene oxide unit shut on 22 August for work
originally set to run from 29 August to 6 October. The acrylic
acid unit will shut for 20 days starting on 29 October.
Propylene demand rose slightly for some sectors in Argenti-
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na. The Ensenada cracker has postponed restarting production
to today when Petrocuyo will be allowed to resume operation
at its 180,000 t/yr Ensenada PP unit and restart monthly exports of 5,000-6,000t. Domestic prices have been stable since
June, when they rose by $100/t, pushed by a $280/t increase
in domestic propylene prices. Petrocuyo is running its 130,000
t/yr PP Mendonza unit at regular rates.
In Colombia, propylene demand fell in August in line with
lower PP domestic sales due to high prices and fewer exports
due to more competition in the international market. Esenttia
continues running its PP unit at high operating rates, although
rates were cut in August. PP margins are being compressed by
higher prices for local and imported propylene. The US, the
leading supplier to Colombia of imported propylene, has less
propylene available, and Asia should be an alternative propylene supplier to Colombia in September. Propylene prices from

the US increased from $1,307/t in January to $1,831/t in June.
Colombia in the first half of 2021 imported 198,000t of propylene, 25pc more than in 2020, with 64pc coming from the US,
11pc from Africa-Middle East, 11pc from Asia-Pacific, and 7pc
from Europe. Esenttia’s debottlenecking project for 70,000t/
year of PP is proceeding and is expected to start up in the
fourth quarter of 2022, using imported propylene from the US.
Chile’s propylene market is balanced, with output tracking increasing demand for PP homopolymer-grade production.
Chile’s Petroquim produces and exports PP homopolymer and
imports PP copolymer. Imports were 34,100t in the first half,
mainly from Brazil and South Korea, while exports of 30,300t
headed mostly to Peru.
Venezuelan propylene production has stopped at Profalca
due to a lack of feedstock supply from Pequiven, resulting in
interrupted PP production at Propilven.

Western Europe
The propylene balance has improved significantly from a
month ago. Spot prices have fallen to low, single-digit premiums cif northwest Europe and the market is largely balanced
for September. Relatively unconstrained production, derivative maintenance and the high level of imports that arrived in
August and are continuing in early September have all contributed to the more relaxed balance. This easing of the tightness
and a fall in average naphtha costs in August gave direction to
the September monthly contract price (MCP), which settled
on 31 August at €1,168/t, a €5/t decline from August’s MCP.
Buyers started out targeting a larger decrease, more in line
with the €19/t decline in average naphtha, but with the strong
recovery in crude and naphtha prices in the second half of the
month and contract demand from customers still strong, this
was not acceptable to producers.
Production levels in Europe have improved since the
restart of two crackers in the Netherlands, which at one time
had been widely expected to remain off line into September.
A cracker in Italy has also restarted after a long delay to it
scheduled maintenance, although some constraints may still
be in place. A refinery in Germany and one in Italy have also
restarted after problems.
In the spot market a PGP cargo was bought at a flat price
to the September MCP, equivalent to a small premium cif
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northwest Europe after shipping costs. The market was generally quiet and no other September deals emerged. There are
sellers in the market for PGP and CGP. Prices are not yet discussed at discounts for September, but that could be the next
step if someone needs to sell.
Interest in October deals is picking up and although
buyers are more relaxed about their need to commit
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ahead than earlier in the year, there are expectations that the
balance will tighten again. One deal emerged last week for
PGP on the pipeline at a 5pc premium, while other negotiations are continuing.
European remains short of propylene as long as derivative demand holds firm. The flow of deep-sea imports, which
we estimate will have reached at least 80,000t across August
and September, is expected to slow, with limited new fixtures
emerging for October arrivals. There is no direct impact from
the shutdown of parts of the USGC sector as Hurricane Ida
hit last weekend — as the arbitrage for US imports has been
closed all year — but it is supporting sentiment as it could see
more propylene flowing from the east towards the Americas,
as well as firmer demand for derivatives in Europe and for
export.
While maintenance at derivative units appears to have
peaked in August and September, October may see the peak of
autumn planned maintenance at production units. A cracker in
Germany will be off line from mid-September until November.
Maintenance is also expected to begin soon at a cracker in
Spain, as well as a PDH unit during part of the fourth quarter.
But a planned turnaround at a Scandinavian cracker, with
small propylene output that is normally exported, has been
postponed.
Propylene production is getting a lift from an increase in
the use of naphtha at flexible crackers. Propane and butane
prices have been close to parity with naphtha, with firm prices
for cracker co-products providing incentive to crack a heavier
feedstock slate. Monthly modelled net contract cash margins
for naphtha switched in August from deficits to providing an
uplift of €97/t over equivalent modelled propane margins and
€58/t over butane. On a daily modelled basis at the end of the
August the uplift had widened to more than €100/t over both
LPGs.
European LPG prices have been tracking stronger prices in
the US, where stocks are low and there is concern about having enough to meet domestic demand over the winter, as well
as contractual exports. On the domestic front, local supply is
poor after 18 months of low run rates, which have not been
helped by a surge in natural gas prices to unusual premiums to
LPG, encouraging refiners – which contribute 70pc of domestic
supply – to use some LPG as a fuel rather than selling incremental volumes in the merchant market. This may all support
heavier cracking through the winter, albeit dampened by
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contractual LPG supply arrangements and crackers integrated
into refineries that may still prioritise LPG where it suits their
overall balance.
Underlying derivative demand is good, but stock positions
are healthier than they were at the start of the summer and
there is less urgency. End of year inventory targets are also
increasingly at the forefront. This is likely to dampen some
demand, but by how much is uncertain. In general, there is
confidence about demand through the fourth quarter, but
concerns remain about the impact of the spread of the delta
Covid variant, as well as a potential transition in consumer
habits from more spending on goods during lockdown back to
services, and the withdrawal of financial support mechanisms
for those that have been unable to work. The slowdown in the
automotive sector – a large consumer of propylene derivatives – also remains a concern. Automotive plants continue to
be beset by plant stoppages to manage problems in the supply
chain. Some have warned of further curbs in the short term,
although they add that they will look to make this up later in
the year or early next year as the supply chain issues ease.
The European polypropylene (PP) market continues to
depict a mixed picture, with availability varying between
sellers and grades. The supply side in Europe eased in August
as availability improved for most sellers, enabling some buyers to receive more of their allocated volumes on contracts.
Supplies of copolymer grades generally appeared tighter than
homopolymer grades, but some sellers had few spare volumes
of homopolymer grades either to offer in the spot market.
Overall demand remained strong, with more limited summer
slowdowns than normal at convertors. Not all buyers opted
to maximise their contractual offtake early in the month,
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Western Europe
anticipating lower prices in September and the fourth quarter,
but these expectations weakened with the strong recovery in
crude prices in the second half of the month. The impact of
Hurricane Ida in shutting down parts of the USGC production
last weekend is also likely to support European demand in the
short term.

Cumene production for the phenol-acetone chain is increasing as plants in Finland and France restart from unplanned and planned maintenance, respectively.
Propylene oxide units are generally operating at high rates,
with no unexpected issues emerging for most of the third
quarter.
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Asia propylene capacity loss, 2021

Upstream and cracker margins
Feedstock naphtha prices were $37/t higher this week, settling
at $658/t. As such, naphtha cracker cash margins gave up previous gains, dropping by $132/t to $234/t.
Alternative feedstock propane prices were also on an
upward trend, rising by $11/t to $699/t this week. The hefty
propane prices continued to weigh on propane cracker cash
margins. Propane cracker cash margins retreated to negative
$37/t, down by $35/t. Propane dehydrogenation (PDH) margins remained under pressure at $15/t, down by $5/t from last
week, because of higher propane values. Cracker operators
are more inclined to use naphtha because of better margins
compared with propane.
Asian propylene production losses for August were finalised
at 6.9pc, 0.7pc higher than the initial forecast because of turnarounds and unplanned shutdowns in China and an extended
closure in southeast Asia. Production losses for September
are estimated at 5.5pc, up by 0.8pc from the earlier forecast.
Upcoming major turnarounds include those at Wanhua and
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Huahong's PDH units in China, South Korea’s LG Chem and
Taiwan’s CPC. China will account for most of September’s outages, followed by Malaysia and Taiwan. Malaysia’s 300,000 b/d
Pengerang refinery and petrochemical complex is expected to
restart in the fourth quarter, likely in December.
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The following deals were done in the past week:
 Deal: 6,500t, 6-7 September loading, $1,200s/t fob Saudi
 Deal: 2 lots, October arrival, $1,030/t cfr Taiwan
 Buying ideas: $970-980/t cfr China, September arrival
 Selling ideas: $1,040-1,050/t cfr China, September arrival
 Buying ideas: $980-990/t fob South Korea, September loading
 Selling ideas: $1,030-1,040/t fob South Korea, September
loading.
Asian propylene prices inched lower with tepid buying interest
in China amid emerging supplies and weak demand in downstream polypropylene (PP) sector.
Buying ideas for September arrival at $970-980/t cfr China
were deemed to be too low to attract any takers. Sellers were
offering their cargoes at $1,040-1,050/t cfr China this week.
Discussions to send cargoes to Latin America and Europe
are ongoing but less active this week. A China-origin cargo
was likely sold late last week on an ex-Tianjin basis to Latin
America, but no further details could be confirmed.
One of the main producers in Singapore was offering a
5,000t cargo for end-September/early-October loading to the
west, but limited vessel availability potentially prevented a
deal from being struck.
Middle East producer PetroRabigh concluded its tender to
sell a 6,500t cargo for 6-7 September loading early this week.
Prices were likely at $1,200s/t fob Saudi, with the shipment to
head to Egypt. The producer last sold 9,000t for 24-25 August
loading at $1,220-1,250/t fob Saudi.
For regional cargoes, selling indications on a fob South Korea basis were at $1,030/t this week, while buying ideas were
hovering at $980-990/t.
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Propylene oxide
del east China Yn/t
del east China

Asia-Pacific contract pricing
$/t

€/t

868

Poly grade Taiwan
Jul

1,026

Jun

1,005

849

May

1,026

840

Supplies in the Shandong area are getting longer because
of new start-ups. Ningxia Runfeng started up its new 300,000
t/yr propane dehydrogenation (PDH) unit and achieved onspecification propylene on 27 August. It has an integrated
300,000 t/yr PP plant, which will start up in October. Until
then, excess supplies will move to the Shandong area for merchant sales, weighing on domestic prices. Average PDH operating rates at Chinese producers were stable at 74pc this week.
Ex-tank propylene prices in Shandong dropped to 7,650
yuan/t on Wednesday, down by Yn150/t from the beginning
of the week. Prices in east China were relatively stable at
Yn7,550-7,600/t, up by Yn50/t or about $1,027/t on an import
parity basis. Sinopec maintained its listed price at Yn7,550/t.
Weak PP futures also dampened sentiment in China, underscoring the low buying ideas for imports. Market participants
were on the sidelines and watching closely the start-up of
Jinneng Technology’s 900,000 t/yr PDH plant in early to midSeptember. The start-up is expected to exert supply pressure
on the domestic market in east China, with 450,000 t/yr of
excess propylene to be available for sale.
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NEA propylene stand-alone derivatives margin
This week

$/t

Outages
Shutdown

Last week

Plant

KTA Duration

Restarted

PVC non-intergrated
EO non-integrated
MEG integrated
SM non-integrated
PE integrated
-1,300 -1,000 -700

-400

-100

200

Cracker

350 midJul- 23-24Aug

China Coal Mengda

MTO

300 16Jul-16Aug

Nanjing Chengzhi No.2

MTO

370 6Aug-20Aug, 60pc

Mitsui Chem Chiba

Cracker

335 13Jun-22Aug

Liaoning Huajin

Cracker

310 15Jul, 1 mth

LG Chem Yeosu

Cracker

600 Aug, 90spc operating

LG Chem Yeosu

Cracker

400 Aug, 90spc operating

LG Chem Daesan

Cracker

Guangzhou Juzhengyuan PDH

500

550 Aug, 80spc operating
600 12 Aug, 1 week

Ongoing

In plant news, Luqing Petrochemical has delayed the startup of its new cracker with 340,000 t/yr of propylene output
to the end of September. Gulei Petrochemical shut its 500,000
t/yr propylene unit over the weekend because of technical
issues, with the closure to last about 7-10 days. Its also shut its
downstream PP unit.
Earlier bullish sentiment because of snug supplies from
South Korea and prompt demand from Japan amid Mitsui’s
delayed cracker restart began to cool off this week. There was
no prompt demand this week from Japan, as Mitsui restarted
its Chiba-based cracker on 22 August. South Korea’s GS Caltex
began a planned turnaround late last week at its new 800,000
t/yr Yeosu-based cracker, which would take 12 days.
LG Chem will run its Daesan- and Yeosu-based crackers at
full operating rates from September onwards. The producer
reduced its cracker operating rates at the beginning of August
because of weak ethylene margins, unworkable selling prices
and high polyethylene inventories. LG Chem will have a scheduled turnaround at its Daesan-based cracker with 650,000 t/yr
of propylene output at the end of September for 45 days.
There we no fresh tenders from Taiwan this week. A
cumene producer bought two lots of October-arrival cargoes
at $1,030/r cfr Taiwan from a regional trading firm. Supplies in
Taiwan are expected to be tighter in September as state-controlled CPC is scheduled to shut its Dalin fluid catalytic cracker
(FCC) on 15 September for 60 days. The FCC can produce up to
400,000 t/yr of propylene.
Southeast Asia
Hyosung Vietnam started up its 600,000 t/yr PDH unit late last
week. Its new 300,000 t/yr PP unit was also brought on line
during the same period. Vietnamese imports are expected to
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PCS No.2

Petronas Rapid

FCC + Cracker

ENEOS Kawasaki

Cracker

285 28-Apr, 85pc operating

Zhejiang Satellite

PDH

450 endJune-Sep

Haldia Petrochemicals

Cracker

Ningbo-based

PDH

730+630 2H 2021

340 1Aug-2-3Sep
1,320 midAug, 1 mth

Lotte Titan

Cracker

145 3Au-5Sep

Sinopec Qilu

Cracker

350 2 Aug, 50 days

GS Caltex

Cracker

400 27Aug, 12 days

Gulei Petrochemical

Cracker

500 shut 29Aug, 1 week

SP Chemical

Cracker

244 24Aug, 6 days 30-40pc rate

Expected
Zhejiang Xingxing

MTO

390 suspended

CPC Dalin

RFCC

400 midSept, 60 days

LG Chem Daesan

Cracker

CNOOC Shell No 1

Cracker

CPC No.4

Cracker

650 endSept-midNov, 45 days
1,000 2H Oct, 50 days
230 early Nov, 2 mths

Fujian Refining & Petchem Cracker

600 midOct, 40-45 days
750 Sept, 1 month

Wanhua

PDH

PTTGC

PDH

135 midOct, 1mth

Nanjing Chengzhi No.1

MTO

170 midSept, 1.5 mths

New plants
Luqing Petrochemical

Cracker

340 Startup likely end-Sep

Jinneng Energy

PDH

900 Startup likely midSep

Anqing Taiheng

PDH

300 Startup lateJuly

Hyosung Vietnam

PDH

600 Startup endAug

Ningxia Runfeng

PDH

300 Startup endAug

fall drastically as Hyosung will have a net balance of propylene
with the start-up of the PDH unit.
Thailand’s PTTGC withdrew its tender to sell a September-loading cargo, possibly because of unworkable prices.
Hengyuan Malaysia was offering 1,600t of spot propylene for
September loading this week and the cargo would likely head
to Singapore, market participants said.
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Selected propylene shipment
Vessel
Angela
Pacific Saturn
Navigator Magellan
Pacific Venus
Pacific Jupiter

mts
1,650

Origin

Destination

Laycan

Charter

Sines

Terneuzen, Netherlands

3-5 Aug

Sacor

13,000

Tianjin

Latin America

6-8 Aug

Bakeroil

6,500

Rabigh

Egypt or ARA

9-10 Aug

BGN

up to F/C(C3,C4)

Daesan

USG

15-20 Aug

--

10,000

Tianjin

Altamira, Mexico

End Aug

Bakeroil

Corinthian

4,300

Singapore

Northwest Europe

1H Aug

Marubeni

Tenna Kosan

3,000

Rabigh

Med/Northwest Europe

6-8 Aug

--

Vision Spirit

6,500

Rabigh

Ain Sukhna, Egypt

24-25 Aug

BGN

Gaschem Pacific

9,000

Kuantan

ARA opts

8-10 Aug

Marubeni

Clipper Helen

9,000

Mailiao

West opts

16-18 Aug

Marubeni

Eco Loyalty

1,650

Sines

Terneuzen, Netherlands

19-21 Aug

Sacor

Happy Bride

3,000

Riga, Latvia

Northwest Europe

23-25 Aug

Orlen

Scali Reali

1,650

Sines

Terneuzen, Netherlands

24-26 Aug

Sacor

Unikum Spirit
Celtic Gas

7,000

Mailiao

Ain Sukhna, Egypt

8-10 Sep

BGN

13,000

Tianjin

Latin America

MidSep

Bakeroil

Market participants are expecting the spread between
cfr northeast Asia and cfr southeast Asia to narrow this week
to $50-60/t because of higher PP prices in southeast Asia
compared with northeast Asia. The spread between southeast
Asian PP prices and southeast Asian propylene prices was
estimated at $245/t this week, still above the breakeven level
of $200/t. Meanwhile, the spread between northeast Asian PP
prices and northeast Asian propylene values averaged $100/t,
below the typical breakeven level of $200/t. Cfr southeast Asia
was assessed at $940-980/t this week, down by $15/t compared with the previous session.

Polypropylene (PP)
The Chinese PP market softened this week. Sentiment turned
bearish in a lengthening market. The end of a heavy maintenance season in July-August and new start-ups increased
supplies and exerted downside pressure on spot prices. The
government’s energy consumption control policies, mainly
aimed at coal-to-olefin plants, have been curtailing coal-based
PP production to some extent. And China's upcoming national
day holiday is expected to boost domestic consumption, potentially cushioning any further price fall in the near term.
On the cfr front, the market remained subdued because of
lower prices in the domestic market compared with overseas.
Market participants are expecting more cargoes to move to
Asia instead of Europe in the coming months as European
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PP homopolymer non-integrated margin
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L: PP

R: PP homo cash margin
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-300
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prices seem to have peaked. Offers of some South Korean
raffia cargoes were quoted at $1,110/t cfr China, with limited quantities. Some offers of Middle East-origin co-polymer
cargoes emerged late last week at $1,130/t cfr China. And this
week’s co-polymer offers from a Middle East producer were
at $1,140/t cfr China. The week’s raffia prices were assessed
stable at $1,110-1,120/t cfr China and co-polymer prices were
rolled over at $1,120-1,140/t cfr China, based on notional selling and buying ideas.
Domestic PP raffia prices declined to 8,350-8,450 yuan/t
ex-works in east China, down by Yn50-100/t from the previ-
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ous week. And co-polymer prices fell by Yn100/t to Yn8,3508,600/t ex-works in east China. The spread between co-polymer and raffia has narrowed to around Yn100/t and even zero,
from about Yn300-350/t in mid-June. The spread has narrowed
because of increasing supplies and weak downstream demand
for co-polymer PP, mainly in the home appliance and automobile sectors.
Trading of prompt material remained slow, with little sign
of demand increasing. Converters were buying on an asneeded basis and preferred to purchase forward cargoes in a
backwardated market. Domestic inventories are expected to
build as supplies rise faster than demand. Inventories of PP
and polyethylene at China’s state-controlled Sinopec and PetroChina increased by 80,000t from a week earlier to 760,000t
on 1 September.
Yanchang Yanan Chemical commenced a 45-day turnaround
at its 300,000 t/yr unit on 1 September. Shenhua Yulin is has
been having a month-long maintenance at its 300,000 t/yr
plant since mid-August. Shijiazhuang Refinery’s 200,000 t/yr
unit was taken off line for two months of maintenance on 20
August. And Fujian Refinery shut 550,000 t/yr of capacities for
brief maintenance on 25 August.

Propylene oxide (PO)
Chinese domestic PO prices retreated on the back of a seasonal lull in demand for downstream polyether foam. Lower
exports of polyether foam because of higher freight rates and
limited vessels also weighed on PO sentiment.
In east China, delivered prices dropped to 15,900-16,100
yuan/t this week, down by Yn400/t from the last session or
about $2,071/t on an import parity basis. Cargo arrivals were
limited and selling ideas were at $2,100/t on a cfr China basis
this week.
Operating rates at Chinese producers remained high with
fewer shutdowns. Sinopec Changling’s 100,000 t/yr PO unit
went down for a one-week maintenance from 27 August. Jilin
Petrochemical raised operating rates to 80pc at its 300,000 t/
yr PO plant. Shida Shenghua’s 80,000 t/yr PO line is expected
to restart in mid-September. Wanhua’s 264,000 t/yr PO plant
will undergo a one-month scheduled turnaround from early
September. Average operating rates at Chinese producers were
at 81pc, up by 1pc from two weeks ago.
Wanhua’s upcoming turnaround is expected to support PO
prices, according to market participants. But weak seasonal
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PO non-integrated margins

Yn/t

L: PO east China delivered
R: PO cash margin

20,000

12,500

17,500

10,000

15,000

7,500
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5,000

10,000

2,500

7,500
17 Jun 20

11 Nov 20

7 Apr 21

0
1 Sep 21

summer demand for polyether foam will continue to weigh on
PO sentiment. Margins began to retreat with lower PO prices
this week. Non-integrated PO margins were at Yn6,700/t or
equivalent to $1,039/t, down by Yn1,000/t compared with two
weeks ago.

Acrylonitrile (ACN)
Chinese domestic ACN prices were trending higher in the past
two weeks because of tighter supplies amid unplanned plant
shutdowns.
Ex-tank prices for ACN in east China rose to 15,100-15,300
yuan/t, up by Yn350/t or about $2,011/t on an import parity
basis. Import discussions remained tepid because of lowerpriced domestic supplies. Selling ideas were at $2,210/t cfr
China this week, with no deals yet.
Supply disruptions were the key reason for higher ex-tank
ACN non integrated margin

$/t

Acrylonitrile margin (right)
C3 cfr NEA(left)
Acrylonitrile CFR China (left)
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prices last week. Shanghai Secco shut its 260,000 t/yr ACN
plant on 23 August for maintenance. Jiangsu Sailboat’s 260,000
t/yr ACN unit experienced an unplanned shutdown on the
same day, which lasted 2-3 days. Both units returned on line by
early this week, capping gains in ACN prices.
Daqing Refining and Chemical’s 80,000 t/yr ACN line in
north China also restarted at the end of last month after a
scheduled turnaround since early August. Average operating
rates at Chinese ACN producers were at 93pc, up by 5pc compared with two weeks ago.
July exports of ACN from China dropped from a historic
high in June. Total exports of 14,430t were down by 19,652t
from June. South Korea absorbed the most at 6,969t, followed
by India at 7,443t. Imports were higher at 14,701t in July,
up by 528t on the month. South Korea exported the most at
6,999t, followed by Taiwan at 2,950t and the US at 2,000t.
Meanwhile, South Korea’s Tongsuh Petrochemical is expected to shut its 270,000 t/yr No.3 ACN unit from 11 October
to 10 November. Taiwan’s CPDC will shut its 240,000 t/yr ACN
plants in mid-October for a month. Supplies are expected
to stay short in October because of turnarounds, which may
underpin sentiment, according to market participants.
The modest gains in ACN prices lifted margin this week.
Non-integrated ACN margins were at $749/t this week, up by
$40/t from a week ago. But the margins were still considered
to be low compared with the first half of the year when margins averaged $825/t because of a shortage of supplies in the
west.

Phenol/acetone
Chinese phenol prices turned higher this week after monthend destocking among trading firms. Spot trading prices
returned to the 9,200-9,250 yuan/t ex-tank level in east China,
or $1,193-1,199/t on an import parity basis, up by Yn100/t from
last Wednesday.
Impending maintenance at Zhejiang Petrochemical’s
400,000/250,000 t/yr unit in mid-September and stable-to-firm
primary feedstock benzene prices during the week fuelled
market sentiment and prices. But demand, particularly from
the phenolic resin sector, remained slow. The downstream
bisphenol A (BPA) sector continued to lend support to phenol
demand. But the BPA market was stagnant in August, with
prices rising by only 6pc compared with an over 20pc surge in
July.
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Downstream outages
Shutdown

Plant

KTA

PetroChina Jilin

Ph/Ac

94/56

Zhejiang Petchem

Ph/Ac

400/250

Duration
7Jun-25Aug
to cut rates in mid-Sept for
a week

Zhejiang Petrochemicals No.2 ACN

260

onspec 13Aug

Sinopec Anqing

ACN

210

delayed

Shandong Haili

ACN

130

3-8Aug

Daqing Refining & Chemicals ACN

80

early-end Aug

Shanghai Secco

ACN

260

23-29Aug

Jiangsu Sailboat

ACN

260

23-25Aug

Tongsuh Petrochemical

ACN

270

11Oct-10Nov

Taiwan CPDC

ACN

240

midOct, 1 month

Sinopec Changling

PO

100

shut on 27 Aug, 1 week

Shida Shenghua

PO

80

Tianjin Dagu

PO

150

4Aug, permanent shut

Wanhua Chemical

PO

264

Sep, 1 month

Sinopec Wuhan

PP

100

24May

Yanchang Yulin

PP

300

29Jun for two weeks, extened

Pucheng Energy

PP

400

13Jul for 20 days, extened

Jiutai Energy

PP

320

15Jul for a month

China Coal Mengda

PP

300

15Jul for a month

Huajin Chemical

PP

310

14Jul for 40 days

Sinopec Guanghou

PP

140

18Jul-2Aug

Haiguo Longyou

PP

350

14Jul for a few days

Sinopec Zhanjiang

PP

350

28Jul-2Aug

Ningxia Baofeng

PP

300

26-29Jul

Sinopec Luoyang

PP

140

28Jul for a few days

Sinopec Qilu

PP

70

Sinopec Beihai

PP

200

23Jul for a few days

Shenhua Ningmei

PP

200

1Aug for a few days

16Aug-midSep

2Aug-20Sep

Phenol non-integrated margins
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L: Acetone east China ex-tank
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Phenol supplies remain ample, which may continue to cap
price gains. The week’s run rates at Chinese phenol/acetone
plants neared 90pc compared with 86pc two weeks earlier,
after the restart of PetroChina Jilin’s small unit and ramp-ups
at several east China-based plants as margins recovered.
Margins at standalone phenol/acetone producers turned
positive from late August as feedstock benzene prices dropped
and by-product acetone prices surged. This week’s margins
were estimated at $93/t for Chinese producers and $62/t for
other Asian manufacturers, down by $22/t and $8/t respectively.

By-product acetone prices have corrected slightly to
Yn6,050-6,150/t ex-tank Jiangsu or $784-797/t on an import
parity basis as the week comes to an end, after hitting a
three-month high of Yn6,450-6,550/t early last week. Robust
demand from the downstream isopropanol (IPA) sector has lent
major support to acetone prices since late July. China’s IPA exports doubled in July from June to hit 14,000t, heading mainly
to India and southeast Asian countries following a resurgence
of Covid-19 cases. With new IPA capacities coming on line in
China in the fourth quarter, the strength in acetone prices may
extend into the remaining months of the year.
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